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3. Other Notes


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: MAG- 1.7 nT accuracy performance requirement (waiver from 1 nT) in a 100 nT ambient field.A lot of hard work here. April data would be sufficient for SEISS dependence to also achieve Provisional- Body Ref Frame needed to get pitch angle data..Unexpected artifacts immediately with boom deployment.Slide 15- the post launch observed mag strength greatly exceeds pre launch prediction, and the outboard MAG is much larger SD than inboard which was a surprise. Large bias indicates possible strong DC magnetic field contamination. A 70 nT SD is 70% of the ambient field.Although the maneuver biases shifted MAG values close to GOES-13, the variations in the bias estimates are outside the 1.7 nT at 100 nT field performance requirements and this suggests the biases are not stable either diurnally or throughout the year. GPA LUT biases vary over time and will need to be updated on Path to Provisional. Annual maneuvers recommended.Slide 20- recommendations for S, T, U modifications.Slide 27- Temperature compensation is wrong. Recommend turning off in DE - For temperature compensation, we further recommend that compensation be turned off in the L1b GPA in the development environment for some weeks and output compared to the temperature compensated data from the operational environment L1b data.Slides 30-31, MAG-03, Arcjet firing effect on data not usable for 90 min every 4 days.Slide 33- Significant levels of interference are observed in the GOES-16 MAG L1b data. The interference/contamination levels are more than seen in current and previous GOES magnetometers. PLT Failed. Studies are still ongoing to quantify the resulting increase in noise due to the interferences. Although we cannot quantify the total degradation at this point, it is certain that the L1b data will not meet the 0.3 nT noise level requirement.Slide 36- important showing ratio of OB and IB.Slide 37- Looking forward:Our biggest concerns here is that the variations in the ratios/differences between the two MAG are due to both MAGs being contaminated rather than just one MAG. We recommend a study to determine how much each MAG contributes to the ratio/difference variability.Furthermore, we recommend that at least one year of calibrated L1b data be collected and analyzed before MAG is made operational. This will allow us to determine the variation between the two MAGs over all sun angles.Slide 38- Summary slideProvisional Path Forward- MAG OB in April looks reasonable but low confidence for stability of the measurements from both OB and IB throughout the year and life. Path to Provisional-- MAG CWG believes Provisional possible by November. Trending biases and variability a high priority and need many more months of data.How many on the suggested To DO list are underway or planned by Flight/Ground?  Go through the Recommendation summary list.Path to Provisional- what is the design of the experiment to compare G13 and G16 in November when G16 moved next to G13? Recommend a plan be developed- what would you learn? Could this be done in a week or less of data collection?Users-GOES MAG legacy the most widely used space physics data after Solar Wind. Great demand by users. Used for model validation, most fundamental validation data for GeoSpace models. Determine impact on downstream users internal NOAA-SwPC and external-Air Force.  Desire how close can the satellites be and for how long < 15 deg, min 1-day for diurnal cycle. Rodney- Path to Provisional has unknowns. Rob says we need to understand what is the root cause of the problems. Rob unclear on what the Path to Provisional is. Paul put out a lot of good practical ideas. Support all of them. In particular a maneuver calibration paying code time to a non varying magnetic field, Lockheed improve Cal code.Matt- Paul did a great job with a clear explanation of where we stand. Users- GRB community. Characterize with strong caveats on the data to users- PRO cooperate with CWG.
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The Exec Board congratulates the MAG CWG on reaching beta maturity validation and our appreciation for a tremendous level of effort by the CWG/Flight/Ground/Lockheed and all who supported the deep dive to understanding MAG in-orbit performance to date.  Kudos to Paul Loto'aniu for a well organized and thoughtful briefing. We hear from the users that MAG is the second most used continuity space physics data set (after solar wind), from decades of GOES measurements and deserves the attention it has received and will need to receive to meet the expectations of the domestic and international space weather community. There is great demand for MAG by users. MAG is used for model validation, and the data are the most fundamental validation data for GeoSpace models. Determine impact on downstream internal users at NOAA-SwPC and external-Air Force and international satellite operators.  In addition, we understand there is product dependency on MAG for SEISS to achieve Provisional Validation. If the more recent April MAG measurements were to hold over the coming months then it appears this dependency will be sufficient to support SEISS Provisional validation. For MAG there is still a great deal of analysis needed to reach Provisional Validation and some of this is underway. With the beta MAG data release even to a limited community of users, we recommend PRO and CWG first work together to develop the strong caveat language with the release of the data. We recommend that the DO.06 build includes the coordinate transforms necessary for SEISS and whatever SPADES may need. NCEI will need to create a helpful "users' guide" that will describe the problems.  Examples, plots, etc.  PRO can help.  We may need to listen to user feedback and iterate.  Feedback from super users such as JHU APL and others for example could put more fresh eyes on the MAG performance assessment and feedback.There is a long list of changes in the pipeline including bug fixes to the Harris GPA implementation to help CWG in the data analysis. We will need off-line testing before taking the recipes into the DE and OE. The practical recommendations of Paul Loto'aniu (slides 53 and 54) are strongly supported (see MAG_Beta_GOES16_PSPVR_final_20170524) to help determine the root cause of the MAG performance problems and will require a more thorough assessment by Program/Flight/Ground and the vendor to determine what is achievable, given time and resources available between now and the Provisional planning date of November, 2017. We recommend Flight/PSE request of Fred Rich/MITLL if his analysis tools can be shared with NCEI CWG.   This would help CWG in the considerable amount of analysis that lays ahead.Path to Provisional-- MAG CWG believes Provisional possible by November. Trending biases and variability a high priority and need many more months of data and subsequent analysis. MAG OB in April looks reasonable but low confidence for stability of the measurements from both OB and IB throughout the year and life.  A work plan is recommended to identify how many items on the suggested To DO list are underway or planned by Flight/Ground?  A recommended list of activities is listed below:- Create work plan for the following efforts and provided additional resources as needed.- Perform another calibration maneuver before going operational. Use tight constraints on local geomagnetic activity. The maneuver cal is an important step to Provisional to help understand if/how the contamination source is changing. - Move G16 and G13 as close together as safety warrants for at least 24 hours through a full diurnal cycle and preferentially longer for improved inter-calibration before GOES-13 is moved in to storage location. - Improve calibration maneuver algorithm to accommodate the time/space varying ambient field.- Perform additional health tests due to preponderance of MAG problems.- Develop a day of year, SZA, etc dependent TEE compensation algorithm.- Study if arc jet firing can be delayed during space weather events.- Turn off heater compensation on DE for a few weeks.- Develop data quality flagging for deterministic contamination including arc jets and potentially TEE once sufficient data are collected.- Study data quality flagging potential using IB-OB and IB/OB criteria. - Study radiation susceptibility due to ungrounded pins on GOES-16.- Create a well documented list of caveats with annotated figures for public dissemination.- Continue root cause analysis of the IB-OB and IB/OB variations for understanding GOES-16 and avoiding issues on GOES-STU.- NASA Goddard magnetometer expert Rick Schnurr (or equivalent) requested to participate on Flight through GOES-S PLT.  The Goddard MAG SME recoemmendation is in addition to continued support for the additional MAG SME recently hired to support the NCEI CWG Space Weather team in Boulder.- NCEI should develop a working MAG L1b GPA.
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